PEPE JEANS SUN 22 COLLECTION
Taking its design cues from the frenetic and diverse energy of London’s street style, this
season’s Pepe Jeans London SUN22 sunglass collection is a fun and vibrant celebration of the
world’s most exciting city, no matter what your style tribe.
WOMEN’S RANGE
With its statement unisex fashion shape, the chunky plastic TALISA PJ7392 is an on-trend
style perfect for this forthcoming summer season. Chunky temples feature graduated twotone hues in colour combinations such as Milky Grey paired with Baby Blue, as well as
Crystal Peach matched with Magenta. Adding a premium construction element to the
style is a five-barrel hinge for ease or movement and optimal functionality.
Following the same chunky trend story, GILLY PJ7391 is a sleek slightly cat-eye silhouette.
The temples of this model feature a subtle tortoiseshell pattern for a chic twist. This style is
available in a dynamic and striking Crystal Madder option, with a vibrant crystal tangerine
front, the perfect hue for soaking up the summer sunshine.
Meet MARGAERY PJ5186, a directional 1970’s inspired metal eye shape, ideal for beach
days and summer city breaks alike. The front of this model features a lightweight rimless
construction that’s effortlessly cool. A new cut out design adorns the temples and the nose
bridge for a refreshing twist. Feminine gradient lenses sign off this metallic number. The Shiny
Light Gold version is a fun street-chic style to transition day-to-night looks.
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MEN’S RANGE
RAMSAY PJ7396 features a classic front for a timeless and easy-to-wear shape. Adding a
retro element, the front of the frame is adorned with a moulded metal pin detail paired with
keyhole nose bridge for a vintage vibe.
ROBB PJ5192 is a fresh metal style taking a contemporary hexagonal shape and showcasing
a cut-out metal detail on the nose bridge. Effortlessly stylish, the temples of this design also
bear intricate cut-out metallic details. The design is signed off with acetate temple tips in
colours complementing the frame. See the Dark Iridescent version with gradient lenses that
transition from Blue to Violet, to uplift summer menswear looks, this season.
TYRION PJ5191 is a sporty twist on a timeless masculine design. The perfectly circular
front features colourful accents to its metal structure adding fun personality and seamlessly
reflecting Pepe Jeans London’s values of uniqueness and authenticity. The metal top bar of this
design adds a dynamic feel, ideal for the youthful and energetic Pepe Jeans London man.
TYRION is available in an array of masculine colourways such as Satin Gun featuring
matching khaki green lenses and acetate temple tips.
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